
Aent Classi�ation for Speeh ReognitionArlo FariaInternational Computer Siene Institute, Berkeley CA 94704, USAarlo�isi.berkeley.eduAbstrat. This work desribes lassi�ation of speeh from native andnon-native speakers, enabling aent-dependent automati speeh reog-nition. In addition to the aousti signal, lexial features from transriptsof the speeh data an also provide signi�ant evidene of a speaker's a-ent type. Subsets of the Fisher orpus, ranging over diverse aents,were used for these experiments. Relative to human-audited judgments,aent lassi�ers that exploited aousti and lexial features ahieved upto 84.5% lassi�ation auray. Compared to a system trained only onnative speakers, using this lassi�er in a reognizer with aent-spei�aousti and language models resulted in 16.5% improvement for thenon-native speakers, and a 7.2% improvement overall.1 IntrodutionAutomati speeh reognition systems are highly suseptible to speakervariability. Statistial analysis reveals that { after gender { the prini-pal omponent of this inter-speaker variation is aent [2℄. Reognitionmodels trained on one type of aent fare poorly when evaluated ona mismathed test ondition. For this reason, most speeh tehnologyresearh is restrited to North Amerian dialets of English, while theolleted orpora mostly omprise native speakers.With improving performane of speeh reognizers and their expandingappliations, the need to address non-native speakers has gained impor-tane. Two reent speeh orpora reet the neessity of this researh.The massive Fisher orpus1 inludes a onsiderable number of reruitedsubjets who speak English as a seond language; meanwhile, the Euro-pean Commission's AMI Projet2 is olleting data from meetings withmany non-native English-speaking partiipants, as well as native speak-ers of non-Amerian varieties of English.To address the problems that non-native speakers present to speeh re-ognizers, previous work has relied upon non-native aented trainingdata. Adapting and retraining aousti models from an aented or-pus improved reognition of Japanese-aented English [8℄, and similarlywith a Hispani-English orpus [3℄. Aousti model adaptation an alsobe derived from a speaker's soure language [5℄, data whih is potentiallymore aessible. Alternatively, lexion adaptation [9℄ an be utilized toreet the phonology of non-native pronuniation.1 http://www.ld.upenn.edu/Projets/EARS2 http://www.amiprojet.org



2 Draft: to appear in LNCS Vol. 3869, 2005 Springer-VerlagThis work presents an integrated aent-dependent speeh reognitionarhiteture that is analogous to gender-dependent systems. An aentlassi�er divided training data into native and non-native sets, fromwhih reognition models were estimated; test data was similarly splitand reognized with the orresponding aent-spei� models.We give areful onsideration to the lexial aspets of non-native speeh.Exploratory language modeling experiments suggested that the wordstruture of non-native language an be distintly di�erent from the na-tive variety. Thus, in addition to the aousti signals, text transripts ofthe speeh data were also used for aent lassi�ation.To maximize the amount of data, non-native speakers were onsideredas a whole, rather than working with just one spei� aent group. Thistreatment was partly justi�ed by the better performane of a lexial las-si�er ompared to an aousti lassi�er. While non-native aents mightsound quite di�erent from eah other, the words that these speakersgenerate tend to be harateristi of their non-native identity.2 Data PreparationThese experiments were performed using a subset of the Fisher olletion:{ Speakers: 948 speakers; 540 male, 408 female{ Duration: 158 hours = 948 speakers � 10-minute sides{ Words: 843 words per speaker, on average{ Segments: 90.5 segments per speaker, on averageThe audio speeh signals were reorded over 8 kHz telephone hannels,and were aompanied by human-generated word-level referene tran-sripts. An aousti speeh segmentation tool automatially reated seg-ments without regard to sentene or phrase struture, although thesesegments were treated like sentenes for language modeling purposes(i.e., aÆxed with the boundary tags <s> and </s>).Self-reported partiipant information was gathered to desribe speakerdemographis, and trained human auditors rated eah speaker's aent asAmerian or Other. For these experiments, the non-native speakers werethose whose native language was not reported as English and whose a-ents were audited as Other. The set of native speakers reported Englishas a native language and had aents audited as Amerian3; a subset wasseleted to math the size and gender proportions of the non-native set.Normalizing the amount of data per speaker, we used just one 10-minuteonversation side for eah speaker.Table 1 gives the omposition of the native and non-native aented sets.Native speakers are grouped by plae of birth, with many loally re-ruited partiipants originating from the Amerian Northeast. The non-native portion is ategorized by speakers' self-reported native languages.These groupings are only for desription of the data sets; in this paper,only the native versus non-native distintion is onsidered.3 The Fisher olletion expliitly exluded British speakers from partiipation.



Aent Classi�ation for Speeh Reognition 3Aent Type Speakers Male FemaleNon-native 474 270 204Indian 116 85 31Chinese 102 50 52Russian 61 23 38Spanish 60 36 24German 26 13 13Frenh 20 7 13Other 89 56 33
Aent Type Speakers Male FemaleAmerian English 474 270 204Pennsylvania 60 39 21New York 56 36 20California 53 32 21Texas 21 11 10New Jersey 18 10 8Ohio 19 11 8Other 247 131 116Table 1. Fisher orpus demographisIn Table 1, the non-native aents are grouped as follows:{ Indian is primarily Hindi. Also: Tamil, Farsi, Urdu, Telegu, Bengali,Marathi, Gujarati, Malayalam, Kannada, Punjabi, and Sindhi.{ Chinese inludes Mandarin and Cantonese.{ Russian omprises Russian, Bulgarian, Hungarian, Polish, Czeh,Armenian, Serbian, Croatian, Bosnian, Slovak, and Latvian.{ Spanish speakers are mainly Hispani and Latin Amerians. Alsoinluded are the West Iberian languages: Portuguese and Galego.{ German omprises mostly Germani languages: German, Danish,Duth, Swedish, and Afrikaans.{ Frenh speakers are from Frane, Canada, and Switzerland.{ Other languages (with four or more speakers): Arabi, Turkish, Ko-rean, Creole, Yoruba, Romanian, Japanese, Hebrew, Greek.Test and training sets of 100 and 374 speakers, respetively, were seletedfrom the native and non-native sets above, ensuring that the ompositionof eah subset reeted the proportions given in Table 1.3 Aent Classi�ation3.1 Aousti GMM Classi�erGiven aent-spei� aousti models �a that assign probability to aous-ti observations X, we an invoke the maximum likelihood riterion todetermine the aent lassi�ation â:â = arg maxa P(Xj�a)Ideally, the aousti models in this omputation would be a set of aent-spei� phone HMMs used for reognition; however, then it is usuallyneessary to align X to a phone sequene determined in an earlier deod-ing pass. A more eÆient solution implements �a as a Gaussian MixtureModel: a global distribution of speeh frames, independent of sequene.This appliation of GMMs is fairly standard in other speeh lassi�ationtasks suh as speeh detetion, gender lassi�ation, speaker identi�a-tion, and warp fator seletion for voal trat length normalization.



4 Draft: to appear in LNCS Vol. 3869, 2005 Springer-VerlagNative train Non-native trainNative test 143 1531.78% 2.31%Non-native test 146 1351.53% 1.68%Table 2. Perplexity and out-of-voabulary rate.Native train Non-native trainNative test 14.09 14.31Non-native test 14.28 14.05Table 3. Perplexity of a POS sequene model.Aent-spei� aousti GMMs were built from the native and non-nativetraining data; eah was a mixture 256 Gaussians trained for 10 iter-ations of EM. Aousti observations were standard ASR features: 12mel-frequeny epstral oeÆients and energy, plus their �rst and seondorder derivatives. Features were transformed with speaker-based epstralmean/variane normalization, and also with voal trat length normal-ization to ounterat the models' gender independene.3.2 Lexial SVM Classi�ersNon-native aented speakers of English are often distinguished by aous-ti divergene from the standard pronuniation of native speakers. Be-yond the phonetis and phonology, however, non-native speakers gener-ally have a weaker ommand of the language and onsequently produesequenes of words that a native speaker would be less likely to utter.The motivation for using lexial features for aent lassi�ation is basedupon this hypothesis that non-native speakers produe word sequenesthat are fundamentally di�erent from the language produed by nativespeakers. Before attempting to work with lexial features, however, itwould be reassuring to test this hypothesis with some simple languagemodeling experiments.Language models were built from eah of the aented training sets(about 300K words eah), and the perplexity was alulated for eahof the aented test sets (about 100K words). These open-voabularytrigram models were smoothed using Chen and Goodman's modi�edKneser-Ney disounting sheme, implemented in the SRI Language Mod-eling Toolkit [6℄. Table 2 demonstrates the results of training and testinglanguage models on various ombinations of the native and non-nativesets. There is a lear orrelation between mathed aent onditions andlower perplexity. Beause non-native word sequenes are better preditedby training on non-native speakers, this suggests that there is a distri-bution of harateristi words and phrases that di�ers from the native



Aent Classi�ation for Speeh Reognition 5Feature type Classi�er type Classi�ation aurayAousti MFCCs GMM 69.5%Word Unigrams SVM 74.5%Word Bigrams SVM 75.0%Word Trigrams SVM 76.5%POS Unigrams SVM 68.5%POS Bigrams SVM 70.5%POS Trigrams SVM 72.5%All Lexial Interpolated 77.5%All Lexial + Aousti Interpolated 82.0%Word Trigram + Aousti Interpolated 81.5%Table 4. Auray of aent lassi�ation.set's. Additionally, the non-native test set had a signi�antly lower out-of-voabulary rate, reeting the understandably smaller voabulary sizeof speakers who have had less exposure to the English language.Table 3 provides more evidene supporting the hypothesis that languagegenerated by non-native speakers is di�erent. A rule-based tagger trainedfrom WSJ data [1℄ assigned Penn Treebank part-of-speeh tags to all thedata, allowing the estimation of a part-of-speeh trigram model. Againthere is a orrelation between mathed aent onditions and better pre-ditability of tag sequenes. This might be attributed to a preferene forertain syntati forms and tenses. Or it is possibly related to grammat-ial errors ommitted by language learners: auxiliary and funtion wordstend to be misused; if POS tags onvey some morphologial information,it would also be possible to detet errors of agreement.Given these results, two kinds of word-based features were investigatedfor aent lassi�ation:{ Word n-grams. The distribution of words and word sequenes is dif-ferent for eah aent group, so n-gram ounts ould be good featuresfor ategorization of speaker aents given their text transripts.{ POS n-grams. There are probably some sequenes of part-of-speehtags that native speakers rarely produe, but are more ommonlymisused by non-native speakers.The integral ounts of these n-grams were provided as input features fortext ategorization with Support Vetor Mahines, using the SVM-Litetoolkit [4℄ with a linear kernel. The training algorithm was presentedwith 748 aent-labeled data points, one for eah onversation side.3.3 Comparison of Aent Classi�ersFor the aent lassi�ers desribed, performane on the test set of 200speakers was evaluated by omparing to the referene judgments made byhuman auditors of the Fisher orpus. As a baseline, the prior probabilityof eah aent (native or non-native) was exatly 50%.



6 Draft: to appear in LNCS Vol. 3869, 2005 Springer-VerlagFeature type Classi�er type Classi�ation aurayWord Trigrams with referene transripts SVM 76.5%Word Trigrams with reognized hypotheses SVM 79.0%Word Trigrams (ref trans) + Aousti Interpolated 81.5%Word Trigrams (re hyps) + Aousti Interpolated 84.5%Table 5. Lexial features from referene and reognized transripts.Two types of lassi�ers were used: a maximum-likelihood GMM for theaousti features, and a SVM for the lexial features. Neither lassi�erreturned normalized probabilities, so the ombination of these sores wasaomplished by linear interpolation (summation of weighted sores),tuned with a grid searh over the mixing weights4The performane of all the lassi�ers is given in Table 4, where the op-timal ombination of all features ahieved 82% auray; ombining theSVM sore for word trigrams with the aousti GMM sore was suÆientfor 81.5% auray, and for simpliity this was the sheme hosen for theexperiments in the next setion.In all experiments desribed thus far, lexial features were extratedfrom human-annotated referene transripts. In the next setion, we willdesribe ASR arhitetures that use aent lassi�ers with lexial featuresextrated from 1st-pass reognition hypotheses. Despite the high worderror rate, the aent lassi�ation auray atually improves, as shownin Table 5. This onvenient result suggests that the errors made by thereognizer are perhaps also orrelated to a speaker's aent.4 Aent-dependent Speeh ReognitionAn aent lassi�ation system is not very pratial on its own, andin this projet its intended appliation is to pre-proess the data usedin an aent-dependent speeh reognition system. Using aent-spei�models an greatly improve reognition performane, but relies upon agood aent lassi�er to appropriately selet whih models to apply.Several ASR systems were built and tested with SRI's DECIPHER [7℄.The resulting performane was suboptimal beause many ompromiseswere made to allow for rapid training and testing of the systems, aswell as to provide a arefully ontrolled experiment. In partiular, thegender-independent aousti models (genoni HMMs) were trained on arelatively small amount of data: about 60 hours of the quikly annotatedFisher orpus, rather than hundreds of hours of preisely transribedspeeh. The language models were exlusively trained on the small sub-sets of the Fisher data: bigrams an be rather sparse with only 300Kwords of training text. Also, there was no speaker adaptation of aousti4 This was a \heating" experiment: tuned on the test set. However, there was not asharp peak at the optimal interpolation weight.
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Non-Native LMFig. 1. Four types of system arhitetures: (1) Baseline system using native models;(2) Aent-spei� aousti models; (3) Aent-spei� aousti and language models;(4) Two-pass system using lexial and aousti features for aent lassi�ation.models { only VTLN in the front-end feature extration. These optimiza-tions allowed very fast run-time performane, as the reognizer proessedspeeh data in less than 3x real-time on a 2.4GHz Pentium mahine.Figure 1 depits various aent-dependent arhitetures. In System (2),an aousti GMM lassi�er selets the aent-spei� aousti models.System (3) is similar, but the language models are also aent-spei�.The �rst-pass reognition hypotheses from System (3) are utilized inSystem (4) to lassify aents using aousti and lexial features.4.1 Results of reognition experimentsWe �rst onsider the separation of native and non-native speakers a-ording to the judgments of the human auditors. Table 6 desribes theperformane of aent-dependent reognizers when models are mathedand mis-mathed to the test aents. The �rst olumn represents a sys-tem trained only on native speakers, System (1). The rightmost olumnrepresents a gold-standard system, if it ould use the human auditors toselet whih aent-spei� reognition models to employ.Results of the reognition experiments are summarized in Table 7, demon-strating how an automati speeh reognition system an improve per-formane by identifying non-native speakers with lexial information, aswell as aousti, and reognizing those speakers with non-native mod-els. These results again support the hypothesis that non-native speakersdi�er in the lexial aspets of their language use.



8 Draft: to appear in LNCS Vol. 3869, 2005 Springer-VerlagNative models Non-native models Aent-mathed modelsNative Test 50.72 59.30 50.72Non-native Test 64.40 52.79 52.79Overall 57.20 56.22 51.70Table 6. Combinations of aent-spei� models: Word Error Rate %System Native Non-native Overall(1) 50.72 64.40 57.20(2) 53.76 53.45 (-17.0%) 53.62 (-6.3%)(3) 53.73 53.32 (-17.2%) 53.55 (-6.4%)(4) 52.64 53.75 (-16.5%) 53.08 (-7.2%)Gold Standard 50.72 52.79 (-18.0%) 51.70 (-9.6%)Table 7. Results of speeh reognition experiments: Word Error Rate %.In retrospet, it would have been informative to ompare these results toan aent-independent system with models trained on all the data, notjust the native set. Models trained on twie as muh data would be lesssparse; however, ombining the aents would also make the distributionsless sharp. This is a possibility for future experimentation.5 ConlusionThis work desribed a series of experiments using subsets of native andnon-native speakers drawn from the Fisher orpus. An investigation ofthe word and part-of-speeh sequene models gave evidene that speakeraents are more than simply aousti di�erenes. Lexial features proveduseful for aent lassi�ation, even when extrated from relatively poorreognition hypotheses. Lastly, aent lassi�ers were integrated into anaent-dependent speeh reognition arhiteture whih signi�antly out-performed a system trained only on native speakers.Similar to physiologial fators suh as gender, aents ontribute to thegeneral problem of speaker variability. As speeh reognition systemsevolve to address these hallenges, the utility of the tehnology inreasesand it beomes more aessible to diverse populations. In this globalperspetive, modern speeh reognizers must be designed to perform forall kinds of aents, and not exlusively native speakers.
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